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face of a test object was achieved.
performance for a particle track of UW = 2 — 3 am and aslope = 2 —— 3 prad on the front
side) and 4.8,um (ohmic side) have been observed on the best detectors. A telescope
at CERN. A signal to noise ratio of 53:1 and a spatial resolution of 2.7,um (junction
detectors with VLSI readout electronics has been built and tested in a 70 GeV if beam
Abstract: A beam telescope consisting of four double sided, DC coupled microstrip
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connection of the n+—side strips is made using a Z-print which is a glass substrate with OCR Output
side) strips are wire-bonded directly to the coupling capacitors of the readout lines. The
to provide AC—coupling between detector strip and preamplifier. The p-side (junction
to four readout chips (VIKING on each side. Capacitor chips (~ 150pF) are used
A detector unit contains the double sided strip detector connected via capacitor chips

2 The detector unit

results of the calorimeter are not reported in this paper.
SPS testbeam using muons of 70 GeV as well as 45 GeV and 22.5 GeV electrons. The
no. 1 and no. 2 are installed 2m upstream. The apparatus was installed in the CERN
readout pitches. Module no. 3 and no. 4 are mounted directly onto the calorimeter face,

other to balance the different intrinsic resolutions of the detector sides due to different

modules no. 1 and no. 2, respectively no. 3 and no. 4 are mounted orthogonally to each
rance point of beam particles on the front face of a Si / W calorimeter [6] under test. The
The specific application for the telescope was to provide accurate knowledge of the ent

electronics and of four 10-bit flash—ADCs [5], one per detector unit.
a sequencer module which provides the timing and control signals for the front end
A VME based DAQ system, running the OS9 operating system, consists of a CPU [4],

station are supplied by specially designed power supplies, one supply servicing each unit.
in an Al frame housing. For operation, five voltages (;l;7V,VB;M and VBM, ;t 7V) per
sided, DC coupled silicon microstrip detector and the front—end electronics, contained
and the data flow of one unit is shown in fig. 2. Each detector unit consists of a double
the DAQ system. The setup in the testbeam is shown in fig. 1. A sketch of the layout
The beam telescope consists of four independent detector units, the power—supplies and

microstrip detectors in a CERN high energy muon beam
the assembly and the use of a beam telescope consisting of four stations of double sided
single—sided detectors have been used as telescope units. In this paper we report on
position of a high energy particle beam on an event by event basis So far, mostly
Strip detectors have also been found to be important as beam telescopes determining the
on the lifetime of fundamental particles by detecting their decay vertex in space
in collider experiments are examples xv here high resolution allows precision measurements
precision measurements in terms of space resolution are required. Microvertex detectors
Silicon microstrip detectors arc used in high energy physics experiments whenever high

1 Introduction



Figure 2: A block diagram of the testbeam telescope OCR Output
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The junction side strips (p+—strips) are biased via the punch through current effect. The

silicon wafers. Each detector has an active area of 7.04 >< 3.84 cm?
CSEM They are made from high resistivity (~ ll) ktlcm) 280 pm thick n—doped
The detectors are double sided, DC coupled silicon In-strip detectors manufactured by

the rear end readout electronics.

printed circuit board (interconnect card) serves as interface between detector unit and
local sequencer and peripheral electronics are mounted on two ceramics (hybrids). A
receive their control signals from the local sequencer, a FPGA—chip Readout chips,
printed gold lines connecting all strip contacts to the readout chips. The readout chips

Figure I: The testbeam setup
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parallel. OCR Output
1024 channels of one detector unit are read out serially, and the four detector units in
to the same voltage level, amplified and finally digitized and stored in the FADCS. All
Figure 3 shows the analog readout chain. The differential analog output signals are shifted

mounted inside the detector unit frame.

control signals and low—voltage regulation are handled on the interconnect card, also
The amplification of the analog output signals, the generation and distribution of the

external signals.
by local FPGA—chips [9] located on the front—end hybrids, which are steered with four
nimize pick—up the actual timing and control signals for the VIKING—chips are generated
To minimize the number of external control signals from the main sequencer, and to mi

area to be 512 >< 512 strips or 25.6 >< 51.2 mm2.
Each detector is connected to four VII{ING—chi-ps on each side, defining the total sensitive

ENIC Z 125e` + l¢l.4€_ ·C;N(pF).
charge of [7]:
chip at a speed of 625 kHz only. Using a shaping time of 1.5 ps gives the equivalent noise
speed of 20MHz (according to ref. [7]). In this setup we have operated the VIKING—
shaper and a sample/hold unit. The analog output is multiplexed, clocked at a maximum
[7]. Each channel consists of a charge sensitive amplifier, a bandwith limiting CR—RC
The VIKING front—end chip is a low power, low noise, 128 channel CMOS readout chip

All digital control signals are transferred via fast opto—couplers.
output signals at bias potential down to the output amplifier sitting at ground potential.
potential, n—side on lr/[gras. Bipolar transistors used as level shifters transfer the analog
high voltage proof the front end electronics is operated at bias voltage; p—side on ground
operated at a voltage about 50% above depletion. Because the capacitor chips are not
The depletion voltage of the detectors ranges between 15V and 40V. The detectors were

readout pitch is 100 pm.
with resistances in the range of a few MSI. The xr" implant strip pitch is 50 pm and the
zz+»strips. A suitable shape of the blocl<ing—strips at the strip ends allows effective biasing
accumulation layer. The ohmic resistance of the accumulation layer is used to bias the
Then side strips are isolated by pf strips to avoid resistive coupling through the electron

between strips.

is 50 pm. The information from intermediate strips is used through capacitive coupling
is in the order of 50 — 150 pA. The implant strip pitch is 25 um, while the readout pitch
edective bias resistance is ~ 2.2 GI) depending on the single strip leakage current which



lthe write density is in the order of 300 kByte per second OCR Output

pulseheights: landau distributions of the pulse heights for each detector side,

hits: four two—dimensional distributions of all hits seen by the analyser ,

second can be recorded. Some online displays are available on a local OS—9 terminal:
vable event rate with no data reduction is 30 Hz. In pulsed beams up to 60 events per
Using a low density EXABYTE tape (type 8200)* and continuous data taking the achie—

tasks and manages the circular buffer.
data acquisition. This process provides the communication between all SPIDER
the controller: The user interacts with the controller to adjust parameters for the

BYTE) and thereafter deleted from the buffer.
the recorder: Each event reaching the circular buffer is written to tape (EXA

copy of the raw data block is sent to a workstation for further analysis.
the analyser: The analyser receives a small fraction of events for monitoring. A

block of an event is 8kB, two bytes for each of the 4096 strips.
FADCS and copies the raw data into the SPIDER circular buffer. The raw data
the producer: This process controls the VME—system, reads out the four 10-bit

The four main tasks with respect to the telescope operation are:
buffer manager written in C for a MVME-167-CPU (Motorola 68040) running OS-9.
[10] for such applications. SPIDER is a skeleton of four independent processes and a
The data acquisition system is based on the online system SPIDER developed at CERN

3 Data acquisition

Figure 3: The analog output chain.
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noise value on the same side. OCR Output

for strips on the junction side and fig. 5(b) gives the distribution of the cluster signal to
the cluster are stored for the position reconstruction. Fig. 5(a) shows the average noise
to the left and two to the right), the sum of all charges and the width and position of
the ’main’ channel with the largest absolute charge value and four neighbour strips (two
be included falls below the lower threshold (4 times its noise value). For each cluster
of a cluster to the left (right) stops, if the absolute value of the charge of the strip to
seeds for thebuilding of clusters consisting of the neighbouring strips. The expansion
shows a typical charge distribution for a hit on both sides of a detector. Hit strips define
the correct sign (positive on p—sides and negative on n—sides) are called a ’hit’. Fig. 4
Strips with a charge value of at least eight times the noise value of that strip and with
Noise values, pedestals and classification flags are updated after ten pedestal events.

for each VIKING from the good strips.
strips. All other strips are flagged as good. The average noise values omw, are calculated
average noise, are flagged as noisy. Noise values below 0.2 times the average indicate dead
noise values relative to some thresholds. Strips with a noise value above 3.5 times the
particle hits are removed. The classification of strips as good, noisy and dead uses their
for each event including only good channels in both fits. For the second fit strips with
term and a (moderate) slope as observed in the raw data. Both values are fitted twice
a coherent noise fit is applied for each VIKING group (128 strips) consisting of a constant
Each raw event consists of 4096 ADC values, one for each strip. After pedestal correction

4.1 Cluster selection

plots for a testbeam setup as shown in figure l are given.
through the telescope. To illustrate the different parts of the analysis procedure example
detector stations with respect to each other and the track definition of particle tracks
of_hits on an individual detector in its local frame, the relative alignment of the four
The main tasks ofthe offline analysis are the cluster selection, the position reconstruction

4 Data analysis

noise: the variance of the ADC values in pedestal—events for each single strip.

pedestals: the ADC values for all strips in absence of hits,



frame. OCR Output

of a detector. On each detector the hits are now given in the local detector reference
so on. Fig. 7 displays the correlation obtained between cluster charges on n- and p—sides
sides are proportional, so that the clusters with the largest charge belong together and
and p—side clusters can be found because the absolute values of cluster charges on both
two dimensional readout. Even in cases of multiple hits the correct combinations of n
Next, the position measurements on both sides of a detector are combined to achieve a

separately for each detector side.
ber of events included in the distribution. The integrated rrdistributions are evaluated
where xg is the absolute position of the right strip, Az the readout pitch and Ng the num

(Z K) l/= —- —— d I——¢(n> rn No 0 nd",.
Ax rr dN

the particle position between the two strips selected for a particular value of 7; (fig. 6(b)):
ry distributions as shown in fig. 6(a) are observed. The integrated distribution of 1; returns
formly illuminate the area covered by adjacent strips. After applying a charge correction,
should be distributed symmetricaly arround the value 0.5 if the incoming particles uni

pt + PR
(1) PL " ·

The quantity 1] defined as
strips. The pulse heights of these two strips are pL for the left and pp; for the right strip.
n—algorithm [11]. A minimum ionizing muon typically deposits charge on two adjacent
The reconstruction of the intercept of a minimum ionising-particle is done using the

4.2 Position reconstruction

sides of the detector

Figure 4: A typical charge distribution for a hit after pedestal corrections seen on both
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While deviations from zero of the slopes allow correctionsin cos G); (cos G;) and sin <I>‘OCR Output
vs. K (K — K' vs. X,) deviations from zero of the intercepts leads to corrections of vg
After fitting straight lines to the distributions X, -Xf vs. X, (K — K' vs. K) and X, ——Xf

y direction is treated accordingly.
i obtained from the resolution weighted measurements of the other three detectors. The
measured 1:-coordinate X, and the calculated sc-coordinate Xf at the position of detector

residuals for the i-th detector in x—direction are defined as the difference between the

itself using an iterative method appplied to two dimensional residual distributions. The

method. The relative transverse orientations of the modules are obtained from thedata

can be tolerated. The z-positions were therefore determined using an standard optical
with very good accuracy while in z—direction a position uncertainty of up to 0.5 mm
vg, vfl and <I>‘ are the most important quantities to determine. They can be calculated
very sensitive to all movements in directions orthogonal to the beam direction. Therefore
ln the testbeam setup of fig. 1 with a beam divergence as small as 200 prad the telescope is

mz—plane.
the detector in the ;ry—plane and two angles G); and GQ] for rotations in the yz- and the
(i : 1,2,3) moving the center of a detector unit, an angle (D', describing a rotation of
positions of the other three detectors in this system are described by an offset vector v‘
the strip directions and z perpendicular to the detector plane in beam direction. The
system defined by the local system of the detector no. 4 with x and y running along
To align the detector stations with respect to each other we adopt an outer reference

4.3 Relative alignment

coresponds to ~ 315 electrons ENC); (b) distribution of signal to noise (junction side).
Figure 5: (a) Average noise values on the junction side of one detector (an ADC count
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z U OCR Output
ages, and ages, of the residual distributions of the i—th detector depend on the intrinsic
The residual distribution of the p—side of detector no. 4 is shown in fig. 8. The variances

4.4 Spatial resolution

GMI j;1.3mrad

<I> II j;0.02 mrad I :1:0.2 mrad
:l;0.2 pmvm i0.1pm

Parameter II Statistical errors I Observed shifts

in the second column while the systematic uncertainties are shown in the third column
Table 1: Alignment errors obtained from 10 000 events. The statistical errors are given

hereby exceed the statistical errors on intercepts and slopes (see table 1).
in the order of 0.2 mrad and 20 pm respectively. Systematic uncertainties introduced
orthogonality of the two silicon detector sides and surface deformations are found to be
events with a single hit on all four detectors. Manufacturing imperfections regarding the
The statistical uncertainties of the optimum parameters are given in table 1 for 10.000

vanish within errors.

(— sin <I>‘). An optimal set of values is found if all intercepts and slopes of all distributions

and the readout pitch (b)
to the right strip from the integrated distribution normalized to the num.ber of events
Figure 6: dN/dvrdistribution 0n the ohmic side (a); the derived distance of the intercept
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the front face of the test calorimeter) the values in table 3 are obtained. OCR Output
errors on the measured points. With the origin on detector no. 4 (mounted directly onto
polation error of a weighted straight line fit using the individual detector resolutions as
The combined intrinsic telescope resolution (for the setup in fig.1) is given by the extra

planes. The results are given in table 2.
intrinsic resolutions are varied until equation (3) is selfconsistent for all eight detector
the extrapolation errors depend on the resolutions of the three detectors involved their
The values for ams are in the range of 5.6 pm to 10.5 pm, detector dependent. Because

Ures; : Oiicr; + Ugxtrg + U3catt"g

detectors ocxtra, and the track deviation due to multiple scattering 0‘SC_m·:
resolutions aim., the error of the extrapolation of the track through the three other

0’m(IU.I1'1/III) 2.9 1.9
4 u 2.7 1 6.0 ll .53 I sr mum) II 3-3 2-3
3 Has! 4.8 i|37{37 X Y
2 II 2.9 I 59 II 43 I 32

Lleiit;ge sope o a par 1C€ rajec oryltetor ad crm th2 resolution of
Detekmr P I TI P I II lution of the intercept at the S1/W

Oimwm) S/N Si/IN calorimeter. ac is the reso
telescope on the front face of thedetector planes

Table 3: Intrinsic resolution of theTable 2: Intrinsic resolutions of the

in ADC counts
Figure 7: n—side cluster charges (vertical axis) vs. p—side cluster charges (horizontal axis)
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am = 1.9 — 2.9prad and 0,,, = 2.3 —— 3.3 pm.

are measured to be

operation slope and intercept of a particle trajectory on the front face of a test calorimeter
values of 53 and 37 on p- and n—side of the best detector planes, respectively. In telescope
the data acquisition system is operated stand alone. We have observed signal to noise
detectors in a 70 GeV 1f beam at CERN. The telescope, its readout electronics and
we have built and used a beam teslescope consisting of four double sided microstrip

5 Summary

Figure 8: Residual distribution for the junction side of detector no. 4
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